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Abstract— Due to high impact forces and low duty cycles,
monopedal jumping robots are particularly susceptible to
failure from a slipping foot. Spines provide a solution to reduce
slip, but there has been little research on how to effectively
engage them into a surface with a dynamic jumping robot.
Previous robots utilizing spines operate in different regimes
of surface approach speed and cycle time. For a penetrable
substrate, spines must be directed into the surface at suitable
holding angles, then extracted before the foot leaves the ground.
We accomplished this by designing a gripper mechanism for
the robot Salto that pushes in angled spines along their length
and is kinematically constrained to engage/disengage with leg
crouch/extension. The resulting mechanism introduces no new
actuators, enables jumping on penetrable inclines up to 60◦ ,
and enables static adhesion to hold 7.5 times the robot’s weight
from a ceiling.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Jumping robots are useful due to their ability to navigate
obstacles many times their body height. They can be used
for search and rescue missions in collapsed buildings or
monitoring areas that are at risk. Small robots have many
applications due to the fact that they are easily transportable
and able to access small spaces. However, there are many
challenges associated with these robots because their size
limits the amount of onboard processing, motors or batteries
that can be used. This paper focuses on a gripper design
for traction and adhesion capabilities for Salto, a small
robot capable of repeated, high-powered jumps [1], [2]
(Fig. 1). Adhesion is a prerequisite for perching, useful for
surveillance and rationing energy. Higher traction enables
the robot to jump at both steep and shallow angles without
encountering an irrecoverable slip, allowing navigation over
tall obstacles as well as under low overhangs.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
Bio-inspired passive mechanisms and smart mechanical
systems have been used in recent years to significantly
improve robot performance. One such strategy is the addition of spines, which has been implemented in terrestrial
running [3][4], climbing [5][6][7][8][9][10], and perching
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a Salto leg mechanism modified with a kinematically
coordinated gripper. (a) The gripper is disengaged when the leg is extended,
(b) then engages and (c) remains engaged for various stages of crouch. (d)
Despite coupling engagement to leg crouch, gripper orientation remains
decoupled to be defined by incline angle. (e) The kinematic task involves
coordinating the tibia-tarsus angle φ to a gripper open/close angle θ. (f)
This coordination is accomplished by modelling one half of the gripper as
a slider-crank function generator.

[11][12][13]. Spines work on dirty and rough surfaces, do not
require additional onboard processing or power, and can last
many cycles. Previous implementations capable of engaging
and disengaging from a surface are shown in Fig. 2.
Climbing robots quasi-statically engage vertical surfaces
with cycle times comparable to a slow walk. On the other
extreme, flying robots equipped with perching mechanisms
dynamically encounter surfaces, but are not designed to
engage/disengage on a locomotive timescale. Little research
on spine engagement has been performed in between these
extremes. An outlier to these two groups is DROP, a climbing
robot that utilizes multiples spines on a wheel to dynamically
engage a surface and climb at high speeds [14].

